


























The evidence that the universe is flat has to be taken with the evidence that it is spherical - the Hubble 
expansion, the shape of the gravitational field, the angular system of co-moving coordinates, the horizons, 
homogeneity and isotropy are all inherently spherical. And yet the geometric and physical evidence is that the 
universe is flat, as in Euclidean, with a Euclidean law of perspective - visible distances are smaller with 
distance and not re-convergent on a spherical geometry, while energies add to exactly the relativistic flat case. 
This cannot be a spherical geometry, but there is undeniable spherical symmetry. 
  
The resolution is that this system contains both forms of symmetry, spherical and flat. Radial lines diverge, 
distances and areas increase monotonically, and all cosmological-time coordinates are a common interval 
from an original singularity. This is not only general relativistic, as it goes beyond the antipodal constraint 
imposed by the spherical FLRW geometry. It is not a flat solution of relativity, it is the only solution of constant 
and equal rates of expansion and radiation. This produces a fundamental and highly determinate spherical 
symmetry with foundations in the relativity principle, wave mechanics and Maxwell's equations, not just 
general relativity. 
  
The existence of a range of solutions in general relativity, of which the flat case is only one case and neither 
special nor likely (or even stable without inflationary help) stands against the evidence that the universe is and 
must be this flat solution. The flat universe has an inevitability that denies the equal status of open and closed 
universes in the correct theory, whatever that may be. Open and closed universes are now more or less 
unthinkable on the evidence, yet they arise in the same fundamental theory that supports the latter LCDM 
solution. 
  
As a matter of parsimony alone, the physical possibility of gravitational collapse (closed) or AdS (open) 
spacetimes would not occur in the theory. On the other hand, a flat and zero-energy spacetime is inherently 
unaffected by gravitation on the large scale. With both special and general relativistic laws, reference frames 
are inertial and free-falling. This removes the constraint on special relativity at the cosmological scale, and 
Ockham's razor completes the work: 
  
The inferred accelerations and energies of the dark modern universe can be explained by a constant, uniform 
expansion and radiation of both electromagnetic and gravitational effects with equal and constant velocity. 
This reduces to just two differential equations, which derive at the very least a good approximation of the 
empirical universe in observable, proper and visible spacetimes. Not necessarily accepting this, but explaining 
this should be regarded as a significant challenge for standard model cosmology.


